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Self-Organizing N eurocontrol 

T. Fomin, Cs. Szepesvari, and A. Lorincz 

Abst"'uct-Self-organizing neural network 

solutions to control problems are described. 

Conlpetitive networks �reate spatial filters and 

geonletry connedion� in a �elf-organizing fa�h

ion. The goal position, the obstacles and the 

object under control all create neural activi

ties through the filters. Spreading activation 

that discriminates between the controlled ob

jectl the goal position and the ob�tades is 
utilized on the internal representation. Lo

cal self-training method and Hebbian learn

ing develops the self-organizing control con

nections. The algorithm provides maneou

vring capability in unseen scenes. 

1. IN'l'RODLCTION 

Iu thif:) paper vve are inLroduciug the Illethod of self
generated examples for self-organized learning of mo
tion control. An original method e.g. applies I<oho
uell Jif:;creti:tatioll of the exLernal vvorld alld seLs up 
a linear approximator for the control around each 
neuron ([1]). feedback from an external observer is 
needed to produce error E-ignal for learning . The 
error is then propagated backwards. This coun
terpropagation approach is enlightening: it creates 
an internal representation of the world. The draw
backf:; of the lIlOdel are: (i) it lIlay be applied if 
the topology of both the work place and the con
trol space fit the pre\vired topology of the I<ohonen 
neLwork, (ii) it does noL lead to self-organized path 
planning and is thus unprotected against obstacles. 
Our fir,t solution ([2]) that overcomes problem (i) 
applies a combination of CompEtitive learning for 
spatial filter (SF) formation and develops geometry 
couuectious bet,'\,eeu neurOUf:; via IIebbiun (II) learn
ing . The competitive part may than be ,"veakened 
to soft competition with the help of Kohonen like 
neighbour training through the self-developed ("on
nt:<:tions. The st:('ond sollltion applies Hehhian and 
anti-!Iebbian (!IA!I) learning [:1]. !IA!I approach 
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providef:) ueighbour traiuing through iLf:) soft compe
tition property in an inherent fashion. The net,"vork 
is similar to that of [4]. Figllre 1 shows a typical 
spatial filLer [orllled by !IA!I leamiug [3]. 

Figure 1: Typical spatial filter 

The second part of the problem is to connect the 
internal representation to the <:ontrol field in a self
organizing fashion. One is seeking for a method that 
is capable of avoiding obstacles if those are in the 
way. It has beeu shown by Lei [.j] that a verf:)ion 
of spreading activation (SA) neural methods may 
be used for path planning in the presence of obsta
cles. It has also beeu shO\,\'u, that Llle linear verf:)ion 
of that model finds the shortest path between any 
start and goal positions and for an arbitrary set of 
obstacles [6]. A two-layered prewircd version of the 
Lei model ,"vas sllggt:sted for nellro<:ontrol [7J. The 
self-developed internal representation of the geome
try of the external world is a sllitahle candidate to 
per[onll SA with: Iu order to provide an error, or 
a reinforcement signal ,"ve do not need an external 
agent if the system has gOals and is equipped with 
activatiou �preadiug on the interual represeutaLion. 
Changes in the activity of the neuron(s) activated 
by the goal can provide the necessary information. 
In other words, when controlling the motion of our 
hand, for example, the position of that hand is not 
given to us: we judge our performance from changes 
in the internal representation . The solution aSE-umeE-



a module that can ditlLinguitlh bet\'veen the object 
under control, obstacles and the goal to be reached, 
e.g. the self-organizing system of [8]. 

II. SETTI�G CP NEUROCONTROL 

A preliminary algorithm Inay be designed as follows: 
The object under control is presented to the net
work. Active neurons hecome the SOllrC'es of SA 
and they will spread activation in the procedure. 
Ohstacles (reC'ognized hy a larger framework) are 
pref:)entea to the network. �euroml LhaL develop ac
tivities have receptive fields that overlap "\vith the 
ohstaC'le. These receptive fields should he avoided. 
The goal object is presented to the net,,,,'ork and cre
ates an activity pattern. Spreading activation from 
the object under control to the goal can provide a 
self-reinforcement signal for a given move. -YVe shall 
discuss two possibilities: For neurocontrol, version I 
there is a positive reinforcement if the flow to these 
nellrons, 1.e. if spreaded activity gradient at these 
neurons increaf:)e;:l, For neurocontrol, vertlion II rein
forcement is positive if the spreaded activitjr at the 
';goal nellrons'; increases after the move wa.s made. 
For version II L\\'o exampletl are tlhown in Figs. 2 ana 
:l. 

Figure 2: L ntrained motion in free space (N euro
control, version II) 

Tn hoth cases a move wa.s accepted if the rein
forcenlent signal was positive and was rejected oth
en-vise. �'ig. 2 is the case of free space. Fig.:) shows 
Illation in the presence of an obstacle \vhen neurons 
activated by the obstacle arc blocked and cannot 
spread activities. One wOllld like to train connec
tionf:) of units that could learn froIll these Lrial-and
error examples. Since spreading activation is along 
the geometrical connections of the internal repre
sentation it has the information about better routes 
(strong flow) and worse routes (weak flow). That 
is we have to introduce units that monitor the flow 
itself. 

Figure ;1: UnLrained moLion around all objed (Keu
rocontrol version II) 

I I I. f\RUROCONTROL, VF,RSTO'J" I. 

The model for neurocontrol is shown in Fig. 4. The 
bottom of the figure depicts the detector array, ar
ranged in a line. The middle of the figure shows 
the spatially tuned neurons (prewired in this ex
ample) . Connections between these t"\vo layers rep
resent the S V connections. Connections hetween 
the neurontl of the middle layer are Lhe illtralayer 
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'� 
, \ 
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Figure 4: Hierarchy of self-organizing neurocontrol 

geometry C'onneC'tions. There are two connections 
between every neuron (one is shown), identical in 
strength. vVe ShOllld, however, keep hoth since op
posite lIlOtions lIlay need different moLar neurons, 
There arc small grey dots on every geometry con
nection, these are the internelll'Ons. Internellrons 
deLed the flow' in SA. Interneurons adivaLe the ac
tion neurons through the action connections and ac
cording to their excitation level governed by SA. The 
effect. of motor neurons is prewired: in our 2D ex
ample there are four motor neurons: 'up', 'down'. 
'left' and 'right' starting motion accordingly. 

The first solut.ion applies the linea.r version of Lei's 



SA wiLh pre\vired SF'f:) and geometrical connecLiontl 
(Ge). :I;!otion control is preceded by a learning phase: 
the object of rontrol is presented to the network. 
Adi ve neurontl become the tiourcef:) of spreading ac
tivation. Activation spreads and relaxes according 
to the follo\;ving equaLion: 

dUi 
dt 

L 'ljj(Hi -Hj) + Ii 
j=l,j:r:i 

(1 ) 

where tii is the activity of the ith neuron governed 
by input set {J i, -i = 1, L, ... , n} where n is the 1111l11-

ber of neurons. A move if:) made by giving random 
activation values to the interneurons. The new po
silion of lhf ohjed is seifcled as lhe goal [9J. Adive 
neurons will be the sinks of spreading activation. 
Spreading activations starts and relaxes according 
to (6). InLerneurontl produce activiLief:) proporLional 
to the SA flmv. The largest activity source neu
ron, �Vj is selected. The largest activity interneuron 

Rj k around �\�j is selected. It detects SA frmll neu
ron l'v�j to neuron Nk. (\Vithout selections learning 
slows down considerably.) Action connections of the 
winning interneuron are trained by modifying the 
weight vedortl: 

hl�CW 
= Jk 

(h)'i;" + ,m) 
(Ihjld + ,ml) 

(2) 

hj k and m denote the action connections of the win
ning interneuron and the randomly selected motion 
combination, respectively. In the controlling phase 
the motion vector is composed of the vectorial sum 
of the motor connections filtered intern ell ron activ
ities (Fig. 5). 

IV. NEUROCO_"JTROL, VERSIO.\l n. 

SF's (:12 in number) were nO\y, self-developed VIa 
HAH learing (see Fig. l) Motion control is again pre
ceded by a learning phase: after the small random 
move (a few pixel distance) one can detect zeroth 

order SA, T.ik = SjWjkgk for all interneurons fljk, 
with GC 'lUjk, object and goal spaLial mtered .in
put activities Sj, .qJ,:, respectively. All interneuron to 
motor nellron connections (I rvl NC), hjk,1 are trained 
with II learning in a disLribuLed fashion: 

Figure 5: }lotion trajectories, version I 
\lotion in frt't' spact' ami in th02 pr02st'nc02 of an ohst�dp Right 

row: motion with adding up all the interneural contributions, 

middle j'O\'l- as the right row but only for the highest activity 

neuron, left row: as the middle row but only ,'lith the highest 

activity interneuron 

where both SeT) and g( T) are subject procedure 
F,q. 7 and t:jk is the regularized ll}jk: 

Vj k (I) 

�e(r) 

W)Wjk 

K(R- ;�2..:rj.k(r)). 
.i,k 

(0) 

(7) 

where N is the nmllber of all j, k connections. The 
regularization allmvs spreading to remote goal po
sitions. Motion is again accomplished by summing 
up and normalizing all HiJI'\C filtered inputs to mo
tor neurons in free space (Fig 6). Figure '7 shows 

where m{ is the actual action made by motor neuron FiglJre 6: Motion in free space, version TT. 
I. Motion control is regulated as follows: (i) lake the 
average R for Tj k values for all j and k indices during moLion of the tra.ined neL\york '''Then an obsLacle .is 
training, (ii) allow spreading: present. Short range obstacle repulsion is intro-

"jl.( r) 
b,( r + 1) 

8j (r)l!j!( r)gk(r) 

2..: b,(r)vi'( r) 

(4) 

( i) ) 

dllred by adding an unspreaded negative term to 
the IMKC summation: 

(8) 



wliere Uj(O) If:) the obstacle iuput acLivity. 

Figllre 7: Motion m the presen<::e of an ohstacle , 

version II. 

The suggested methods of self-organizing neurocon
trol was shown viahle. Learning rllles were kept lo
cal iu Llie proceduref:L The procedure is self-organizing 
at every step. The learning rule is a variant of 
II learuing aL each sLage. The Lechniq ue of self
generated examples - or exploration - was used in 
training. This approach is fast, robust and local: it 
learnt) ulOtion a.ud lllOtiou coutrol together. It gives 
manoeuvring capability on unseen scenes. 
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